COSAM Interdisciplinary Colloquium

Come learn about the other research happening in COSAM.
http://www.auburn.edu/academic/cosam/departments/research/colloquium/

DATE: Tuesday, September 8th 2015
TIME: 6-7pm (Refreshments served 5:30-6pm)
PLACE: Room 115 Science Center Classroom Building,
Refreshments will be served outside of SCC Room 115

Speakers:

Zachary Sarver (Mathematics)
Lie Groups and Why You Might Care About Them

Olive Njuma (Chemistry)
Peroxidatic Electron Donors Rescue the Inactive Proximal
Tryptophanyl Radical in Catalase-Peroxidases (KatGs)

Scott Massidda (Physics)
Initial simulations of plasma transport in an island divertor
configuration on CTH